
1  Dear Richard Cohen, 2 ' 7/5/85 
I was surprised at your reflection of political naivete in this mraniag's 

column and found myself wondering whether in it you also were "Throwirein the Towel." 
Can it possibly be that 107not even a guspicion of how libagan has been able 

to get away with what he gets away with, how eagan can survive being Reagan? 
Can any mature reporter or columnist or editor not be aware of the degree to 

which thisis directly aLeeibutable to failings in reporting and opinion-writing'? 
Here we have a man who, throughout his political life has trouble telling the 

truth. even by accident and for the most part all of that has been and continues to 
be ignored. What he says is diectly quoted and there, for the most part,all of the 
media act as if teiir responsibility ends with accurate quotation. 

We live in an age in which there is too much news for any paper to cover it 
all. This, I suggest, however, places each editor under a greater responsibility, 
to use the space he has available for providing the most important information. 

This also is an age in which the press, but alas, not it alone, has come to 
accept official dishonesty. It is rarely news and it takes an indignant Senator, 
of whom we have no surplus, to stir the press to report what it should have reported 
on itrown. 

The deliberate dishonesty that characterizes thin administration, to which this 
dishonesty may appear to be essential ideology, is greater than I can recall after 
living for more teat a third as long as tire United States. Where this kind of dis-
honesty is or can be most hurtful to this nation and its basic eeecepts is a value 
judgement it is not necessary to make to realize that it is serious and it is hurt-
ful in the Justice Department. Where the Post has steadfastly refused to report it 
as it happens is open court. 

_So you can understand what I'm  saying and mean and get an idea of what the 
Post and others have persisted in ignoring I'll enclose a motion I an filing pro 
so in one of my FOIA sui s. Tlidui is leaeedion new evidence but in essence it is 
included in different form in earlier filings. stzeklek I vent to the trouble and 
expense of sensing copies to four on the Post, in the belief that perhaps one might 
recall the traditThnsl news standards of my reporting rays, rather long ago. I was 
wrong. I heard from only one. Be told me only that he sees nothing wrong with the FBI 
or any other agency preparing dossiers on those not suspected of any crime. If you 
skim the attac ments you'll see part of what this means.I was shocked! 

I'm glad you raised the question you raised. „e le ought be giving it 
thought. But I'm sorry you were not as informative as you could have been. 

Sinerly, 

((UT(  
Harold Weisberg 


